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FY more Strongly than most churches, this great tower of commerce bespeaks 
the real spirit of Gothic architecture-—aspiring, rugged, virile—an inspiration 

for the thinking, creating architect of today. Contradiéting the antiquarian, this 
great tower declares that the spirit of Gothic archite@ture is a living, organic thing, 
adaptable co modern problems of accommodation and engineering, and endowed 
with a future as magnificent as its past. 

Certainly modern invention—modern engineering skill and organization, will prove 
more than equal to the demands of the architeéture of the future. 
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THE RELATION OF THE ENGINEERING SCHOOL TO INDUSTRY 

An Appress Brrorr THE MinwAUKEE ENGINEERING SOCIETY 

By F. E. TurNEAuRE 

: Dean of the College of Engineering 

A University is an institution for the extension and processes are, to a large extent, private property, and 

diffusion of knowledge. Research and instruction are large units have organized their individual research de- 

its two-fold functions. A purely teaching institution partments, some of which are exceedingly well-equipped 

content with passing on the accumulated knowledge of and far beyond anything which a state institution can 

the past, without active interest in extending the bounds hope to have. And for this very reason the public 

of that knowledge and in verifying and perfecting it, is has not considered it so essential to support this type 

no more a university than is one devoted entirely to of research as in the case of the agricultural industry, 

research, but which gives where the units are small 

no attention to the produc- BRE ee and unable to do individ- 

tion of educated men and a : ; ually the things needed. It 

women, in order that they . : i . . a is also true that the value . 

may make more valuable Ler * and importance of engi- 

members of society in Gp oe, ° : neering research has not 

every-day life or utilize ay aN been rated as highly as it 

their abilities in carrying Ay, : i has deserved to be, and, 

on the work of research. ae en oes ‘ ’ like the farmer, there are 

It is especially the duty of gt Ne “we = : individual manufacturers 

a state institution to inter- . ty oS Ss who are a little slow to 

est itself in such branches ne ‘ me realize that scientific study 

. . yb fe % 5 oe 

of instruction and research tey me / and investigation may be 

as shall be for the best ‘ jr, of value to their work. 

interest of the people of  |* a fo sae my This condition is, how- 

the state, and which it is ye ES y ever, rapidly changing, and 

best adapted to undertake. Paes Ay ae ef . i there has been, as you all 

Agricultural research has i Ah , Sa know, a very great in- 

long been a very prominent oe : “f os Dison | crease, in the past ten 

feature in the state insti- \ iN Be ae Vas years, in the amount of 

tutions, and the propriety at SAE oN AREA, oS 2 practical research related to 

and importance of such pe ¥ oe ee fee: I i industry. A very consid- 

work has been recognized “i a \ he yy x a ny y Vall erable per cent of the 

by state and federal gov- io Way) fF L & : ey graduates in engineering, 

ernment in liberal appro- nh Le ‘M ih yo i 4 if chemistry, and physics, 

priations for agricultural ae Met bey i Ss NG 4 fi, fe) , Hy \ is now enter the research de- 

experiment stations; and ae AB partments of such concerns 

there is hardly a farmer in Dean F. E. TuRNEAURE. as the American Telephone 

the country who has not (Portrait by T. F. Ziegler). and Telegraph Company, 

been aided directly or in- ° General Electric Company, 

directly by the results of this very practical work. It Westinghouse, Standard Oil Company, the Du Pont 

is unnecessary to mention illustrations, as the subject Company, and many others. In fact, research as a career 

is familiar to everyone. is now quite an attractive ficld for young men of the 

Engineering research has not, in the past, attracted as right sort of ability, and considerable thought is being 

much attention as agricultural research, and has only given to the preparation of such students. And not 

recently been given much attention by those engaged only are the large manufacturers giving increased atten- 

in the manufacturing industries. There are good reasons tion to this field, but national engineering societies 

why this is the case. Manufacturing methods and and other associations are giving it much thought.
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A great impetus was given to this subject by the war. lighting systems of Milwaukee, high voltage circuit The national research council is still very active, and breakers and fuses, and a great amount of work in test- aids in giving financial support to many projects. The ing and improvement of standards used by the utilities. American Society of Civil Engineers has its Research In this department, also, a very considerable amount of Committee and numerous special committees engaged hard study has been given to problems of radio com- in active work. The Bureau of Standards at Washing- munication, some of which are highly mathematical in ton and the Forest Products Laboratory of Madison their nature, and results published which are hardly are well-known examples of highly technical research readable by the ordinary engineer, but none the less of organizations. [Engineering research is organized and practical value. actively conducted in more than half of the State Land An interesting example of the importance of  scien- Grant Colleges, and the amount of money directly tific studies not at first appreciated came to our at- appropriated from state funds for that work last year tention recently. One of our graduate students of amounted to about $280,000, and that donated from about fifteen years ago was aided for two years or more other sources to $180,000 more. Many of these schools by University funds in his studies of the properties of have organized Engineering Experiment Stations. CO2 at very low temperatures. It was a difficult sub- Such, in brief, is the general situation. What is the ject, and satisfactory results were not then obtained. condition at the University of Wisconsin? I think it This particular person was very persistent in his ideas, may be said that while not the foremost in work along and came back two years ago to complete his work. this line, this state university has done moderately well He is now in the employ of the Bureau of Mines, which in its contribution to practical engineering research, and needed just such a man in the work they are now doing considering the amount of funds available, has made _ in the recovery of helium from natural gas for use by a fair showing. Perhaps a few instances of this work the United States Government. In Chemical Engineer- will help to give an idea of the sort and variety of ing, a lot of work has been done in the properties of problems the engineering school is best able to study. alloys, and we all know how important this field of work In the field of interest especially to the Civil En- is in modern manufacture. This Department, in co- gineer the University of Wisconsin was an early pioneer “operation with the Wisconsin Gas Association, has_re- in the study of principles relating to the design and ported on various process improvements, notably on the strength of reinforced concrete, and its work, with that mixing of gas and air for high temperature furnaces, of the University of Illinois, made up a large part of liquid purification methods for sulphur compounds, the information upon which the correct design of this methods of removal of napthalene, and the relation of form of construction came to be understood. Its re- heating to gas consumption in household appliances. presentative was a member of the first Joint Committee Co-operative work with particular industrial concerns to formulate rules and specifications, Many of the en- includes work on gas calorimeters, corrosion tests, and gineers and contractors in Milwaukee learned the fun- lead plating processes. The metallurgical laboratory is damentals of the subject in these laboratories. Its now engaged in a scientific study of blast furnace slags, several investigations on the principles and efficiency of on which an expert metallurgist is employed. This is the air lift pump have been the most important of their a very complex problem, and while the general behavior kind. It has co-operated with the Wisconsin Highway of slags is well known, a thorough analysis has never Commission in an economic study of local sands and been made, and the ores make this study of much prac- gravel deposits of the state for their use in road con- tical importance. The electrolytic treatment of zinc struction leading to the development of many local de- ores is another promising field of study. posits with considerable gain in economy, and the same A great many more examples could be given, but laboratory has co-operated with national engineering this enumeration is sufficient to show the general scope societies in such questions as the best proportions for and nature of the problems which are being studied in concrete, effect of freezing on concrete and on clay tile. the engineering laboratories. They are not merely in- It has conducted a great many experiments on bridges teresting studies by college professors, but real practical under moving trains, and the results of this study have investigations conducted by persons in close touch with formed the basis of the rules of practice of many rail- the active world of engineering and manufacture. Sat- roads. In the Mechanical Engineering laboratory, its isfactory results are not, of course, always secured, but, investigations on the insulating properties of commer- measured by the relation of output to input, the expen- cial pipe coverings have been the most thorough up to diture of time and money has, I think, been reasonably date, and the results are used in the various handbooks efficient. In the past twenty years, the College has pub- covering the subject. lished about sixty special bulletins, most of which relate In the Electrical Engineering laboratories, much work 0 research work. Many are out of print, and some is being done through its Standards Laboratory, main- have been reprinted to supply the demand. tained in co-operation with the State Railroad Com- Engineering research, like agricultural research, at- mission, for the promotion of better service by the elec- tempts to solve definite practical problems. While trical utilities of the State. This has included such fully recognizing the great value and the necessity of studies as high tension insulators, transformers for the (Continued on Page 153)
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN STREET LIGHTING 

By James TuEron Roop 

Professor of Electrical Engineering 

It is a far cry from the electric street lighting of to- was greatly lengthened. By the use of materials 

day to the other meagre arc lighting of the streets of our other than carbon for the electrodes, we have improved 

towns and cities during the century just past. Arc the quality of the light, made it less bluish and harsh, 

lighting was first shown at the Centennial Exposition made the arc more of a flame and less of a prilliant 

in Philadelphia in 1876. Men not old in years can point of light, thus doing away with the grotesque wan- 

remember the old type of British arc lamp, the earliest dering shadows of the early lamps. But if one of these 

successful arc light used for street illumination. The old type lamps were to be burned today on one of our 

carbon electrodes, burned in the open air, lasted from are light circuits, it is very doubtful if the public would 

four to six hours. If the light was to burn beyond notice the difference between the old and the new 

midnight an attendant had to make the rounds of the lamps. 

lamps in the middle of the night to replace the carbons. Tt was in those days, and it is today, seemingly im- 

The Arc in Street Lighting possible to make a successful arc lamp of low candle- 

In the morning the small boys would hunt for the power. This has made it necessary to space such lamps 

short lengths of carbons, not more than three or four relatively far apart and to hang them high above the 

inches long, that the trimmer had thrown down into the ground. If this is not done the resulting illumination 

street. The upper electrode burned away twice as fast in the space between the two lamps will be very uneven, 

as the lower so the trimmer used for the lower elec- —excessively bright under the lights, uncomfortably 

trode what remained of the upper carbon; a new elec- dark between them. This violates the fundamental de- 

trode a foot or more long was placed in the upper mand of good lighting, that of small lighting units spaced 

holder. It was hailed as a tremendous advancement close together, the ultimate condition being a continuous 

when an improved lamp was brought out having two band of light. So while great improvements have been 

sets of electrodes, side by side, and so arranged that made in are lamps, (longer electrode life, better quality 

when the first electrode burned out around midnight, and distribution of light and fewer interruptions in burn- 

the second pair was automatically cut in so as to keep ing) the conditions of large unit candle-power output, 

the lamp burning for the rest of the night. The lamps wide spacing, and high hanging are just as unsatisfactory 

were then trimmed only once a day, usually in the day as they were in the early days of arc lighting, and it is 

time. 
a question whether or not the arc lamp will survive. 

The earliest forms of generators supplying these lamps The are lamp serves fairly well for widely spaced il- 

had no means for automatic voltage regulation in case lumination on the outskirts of a town, but even here it 

any of the lamps on the line should go out. So in the is a question whether the use of the newer types of in- 

earliest arc lighting stations it was the custom to hang candescent lamp fixtures is not better engineering, ¢s- 

long rows of similar arc lights up in the roof of the pecially from the standpoint of satisfactory illumination. 

generator room; then whenever the current in one of More and more towns and cities are increasing the use 

the circuits rose above its normal value, due to the of incandescent street lamps and reducing or doing com- 

failure of a lamp on the street circuit to burn, the pletely away with the use of the arc lamp. Only re- 

station attendant would cut in one or more of the cently Milwaukee has abandoned electric arc lights, 

° lamps up on the roof, causing the current to assume gas and gasoline lamps, using 10,000 series incandescent 

its normal value. The result can easily be imagined. amps to replace them. 

I can clearly remember how, as a very small boy, I The Incandescent Lamp in Street Lighting 

was taken into one of these stations at night to see Attempts were made carly to use the incandescent 

these lights burning. The whole station was flooded Jamp for street illumination with both multiple and 

with a blaze of light such as I have never since seen. series operation, but the incandescent lamps of those 

The lamps were striking and feeding, chattering and days were in no way comparable with the lamps we use 

sputtering, while the illumination was so bright as to today. Their filaments were of carbon, their efficiency 

be almost blinding. 
low,—about 3 to 5 watts per candle-power as compared 

These street arc lamps were burned in series, just as with one-half to one, say, for are lights. They had, 

they are today. This is the most economic method, both however, the great advantage of being obtainable in 

as regards electrical efficiency of the lamps and as units of low candle-power. This permitted their being 

regards the loss of power in the outside wiring circuits. hung closely spaced, as well as being placed in alleys 

These lamps were rated in candle-power, usually tooo or and side streets or in dark corners. They could be hung 

1200. Their efficiences were practically as high as the low and required shorter and lighter supporting poles 

best arc lamps today. In fact, it may be said, that there or posts, thus making it possible to place them so that 

has been little major improvement in arc lamps since tree shadows, always a troublesome matter on side 

their introduction. By the use of a small enclosing streets and parkways, could be reduced to a minimum. 

globe around the arc, the burning life of the electrode These advantages were such as to encourage the at-
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tempt to use incandescent lamps for street lighting, es- radiates only the green band in the spectrum. Its color pecially in small towns and on the outskirts of larger can not be changed by surrounding it with colored glass ; places, but no great advance in the use of incandescent the result is no light at all. Attempts have been made lamps for general street lighting came about until after to put the mercury in a quartz-glass tube and increase the advent of the tungsten filament lamp. Its whiter the electric energy passing through the mercury vapor light, higher efficiency, and larger unit candle-power to such a point that the resulting light is white. The output made it at once supersede the carbon filament resulting efficiency is high and the lamp is very com- lamp. The gas-filled, tungsten-filament lamp with its still pact. It has been tried out experimentally for street higher efficiency and large candle-power output (up lighting, but, so far, has not proven satisfactory. Ex- to 2500 ¢. p. in standard size,) bids fair to practically perimentation is going on with strictly glow lamps, tubes drive out the arc lamp for general street lighting pur- containing neon and other gases. Such lamps should poses. A greater number of more closely spaced, better give a soft light of low specific luminous radiation and hung lamps can be used, and the candle-power size of _ the efficiency should be high. Up to the present time the lamp can be selected for a given location. This inherent difficulties have kept them from being a means better illumination in every way. practical success. It would seem, therefore, that for a Probable Future Developments number of years, at least, the arc light and the gas- Neverthdlesy. illuminating engineers recognize the filled incandescent lamp will have to be the two general fact that neither the arc light nor the incandescent lamp, street lamps, with the incandescent lamp coming more whether of the vacuum or the gas-filled type, gives the and more Into: use. . oo. kind of illumination that is really desired. All have too Sectionalizing the Street Lighting Problem high a specific luminous radiation; that is, the radiation As concerns lighting, the streets and highways of our of light flux per unit area of are or filament is alto- Centers of Population may be divided into four types of gether too great. With the arc lamp, practically all of districts or sections ; (1) the main business section, (2) the light energy comes from a very small part of the the main residential and secondary business sections, (3) surface of the electrode, only a relatively small pro- the outlying residential sections, (4) the highways or portion of the light flux emanating from the arc flame; the outskirts. Each of these should have its own me- the temperature of this spot is therefore very high thod of lighting, its own type of lamps, fixtures, and indeed. The efficiency of the are is high as a result hanging, if the best illumination results are to be had. of this high temperature. With the old style carbon- In each the method of illumination has changed greatly filament incandescent lamp, the brilliancy of the fila- Within the past ten years. ment was relatively low. The color was of the red, (1) Main Business Sections yellow order, and one could look directly at the glowing In the immediate past, the main business sections of filament without serious strain or discomfort. Its ef- our town and cities have been electrically lighted by ~ : ficiency was low because the filament had to be operated both are and incandescent lamps, the latter in arched or at a low temperature. About ten per cent of the festooned strings of lights or the multiple cluster “white electrical energy received by it went into light flux, way” lighting. These all served their purpose in their the remaining ninety per cent into undesired heat. day, but should now be considered as of the past. The The higher efficiency of the vacuum type, tungsten short column or post surmounted by one, two, or three incandescent lamp is due to the higher temperature at lantern-type fixtures, ‘each containing a luminous are which its filament can safely be made to glow. More lamp or a gas-filled incandescent lamp has almost en- energy goes into light flux, less into heat, but the fila- tirely superseded them and should be used wherever i ment is now so bright that it is very uncomfortable to possible,—certainly in the main business part of our look at. The introduction of gas within the bulb per- cities if the best lighting effect is desired. The lead mits still higher filament operating temperature with and steel-covered, so-called “parkway” cable, laid directly greater efficiency, but the specific luminous radiation of — in the ground, has made. this possible. There is no the filament is also higher. We are going in the longer any need of carrying unsightly and dangerous wrong direction. What is wanted is a lamp having lighting circuits on overhead poles through such dis- a soft, glowing light of low specific luminous radiation, tricts. A possible hazard in case of a large fire is operating at low temperatures, but with high efficiency, thereby removed. restful to the eyes, and approaching daylight in its For cities of 20,000 to 100,000 population each post characteristics. Such a lamp would radiate only in should carry a total of about 1000 to 2500 candle-power, the visible part of the spectrum. \ gas alone can do The posts are commonly from 14 to 18 feet from ground this; no solid or metallic element can. The lamp would to lamp and are spaced from 75 to 125 feet apart, usually be a glow light with its entire globe or tube softly in parallel rows on the two sides of the street. The luminous. 

lamp candle-power per foot length of street between the At present the lamp that comes nearest to satisfying — posts may range from 8 to 60. Large, extra-high ef- these requirements is the mercury or Cooper-Hewitt ficiency incandescent lamps of about 2500 candle-power lamp. Strictly, it is an are and not a glow type lamp. are now available for this type of lighting, so that In its present form it is not a satisfactory light. It single-lantern fixtures may be used. For centers of
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population of 5,000 to 20,000, the lamp candle-power to 20 feet. The lamps are frequently placed all on one 

per post ranges from 600 to 1500; the posts are from _ side of the street with a spacing of 125 to 250 feet. The 

14 to 18 feet high, and are parallel spaced 75 to 125 parallel or staggered arrangement, though somewhat 

feet apart with lamp candle-powers of 5 to 35 per more expensive as to first cost, gives a more pleasing ap- 

foot length of street. pearance to the street. It is now quite common practice 

The use of a post with three to five opalescent globes, to place a glass refractor inside the lantern and around 

inverted or pendant at the top, is rapidly going out. The the center of the lamp to throw the light downward, 

multiple panel lantern fixture is supplanting it. The so as to keep it out of the eyes of the drivers as well as 

earlier designs of these lamps had curved panels, but to prevent it striking against the upper stories of the 

the newer ones are flat panelled, larger at the top than residences. A cost of fifty to eighty cents per foot 

at the bottom. The milky opal glass is also being super- length of street per annum may be expected. 

seded, either by roughened clear glass, or glass with (3) Outlying Residential Sections 

taised pattern, oe else with the same roughened or Here the lighting requirements are police service, 

raised glass wath a slight opal effect. With cleat glass, ability to discern persons and vehicles, relatively low 

the:light lost 18 10 per cent a less ; with very slight opal, intensity of lighting on strects, sidewalks, and residence 

a to 15 per cent; light density, 15 to 25; medium — gntrances, with a minimum of lighting against the up- 

density, 25 to 40; dense, 40 to 50; very dense, 50 oF per stories. On account of the hight cost of using park- 

more. i he top of these lantern fixtures when placed in way cables in such sections, it is frequently impracticable 

the business section are often made of Sass, and NO to use post lighting. Since the wires will then have to 

inside reflector or refractor used. This is done iM be carried on regular pole construction, it is quite com- 

order that the fronts of the buildings may receive @ on practice to use long goosenecks or mast-arms, sup- 

considerable amount of illumination. If this is not ported by the poles and projecting well outward. to- 

done a business section may have a gloomy, half-dead yards the center of the street. Incandescent lamps of 

appearance. Single posts may commonly be erected low capacity are hung downward from the end of the 

for about $100 to $150 each, depending on the design arms by means of inexpensive fixtures carrying a suit- 

and the amount of ornamentation. There is a decided JhJe reflector with or without a refracting glass evlins 

tendency today to have the posts of gray or neutral gor surrounding the upper portion of the lamp to throw 

tone. This makes them less conspicuous and they jhe light downward at an angle. This will keep the 

show dust less than black. The annual cost of such light from being partly lost in the trees, shining in the 

lighting may run from $0.80 to $4.00 per StLESE foot. eyes of drivers or pedestrians, or causing glare against 

The tendency everywhere is towards better lighting, the upper parts of the houses. The lamps are usually 

closer spacing of poles, greater lamp candle-power per placed along one side of the street only. The lamp- 

post with resulting higher lamp candle-power per foot gndlesewe: is commonly from 100 to 250, the sus- 

length of street. This is certainly as it should be and pension height from 16 to 20 feet and the spacing 200 

the better oe wil ee m tai ways than one. 49 4oo feet. The lamp candle-power per foot length of 

olice service, heavy traffic, and attractive and pror street runs from 1% to I. The cost per foot length of 

gressive appearance demand it; there should be high street per year may be expected to run from ten to fifty 

light intensity on the sidewalks and street, with the cents. 

fronts of the buildings well illuminated. (4) Outying Highways 

. A novel street lighting method is now being exper- One of the most interesting developments of street 

imented with me connection with busy SUEEEE crossings lighting in recent years is the application of a mew me- 

where automobile and foot traffic 8 high. It consists thod for illuminating the main arterial highways leading 

n placing incandescent lamps directly in the curb or into our towns and cities. It is now practically con- 

just above it, thus flooding the surface of the road bed ceded that it is impossible to make an automobile head- 

with light. This should place the light where it 1s most light which will not glare in the eyes of approaching 

needed, yet there would be no glare in the eyes of drivers and yet will give light enough for safe driving. 

either pedestrians oF drivers. If this method of light- At best the glare can merely be reduced to a still de- 

ing proves satisfactory it ought to be better than any of cidedly uncomfortable minimum. This simply means 

the methods now used, such as that of flooding the that if we are to have safe, comfortable driving on our 

CEOSSINS. with light from flood-lights located on the tops main highways at night and on late winter afternoons 

of adjacent buildings. there must be illumination of the highway itself. Such 

g (2) Residence and Secondary Business Sections lighting would tend to prevent accidents, which 

Here the post type of lighting is coming to be the are growing greatly in number. It would aid in the 

accepted method. The requirements are police service, comfort of night driving and thus tend to increase busi- 

ability to recognize pedestrians, a moderate intensity of jess between our cities and their surrounding territory. 

light on street surface, sidewalks, and entrances to build- "This increase of night traffic would have the effect of 

ings, with but little or no light or glare on the upper either greatly increasing the utilization of our expensive 

stories. The lamp candle-power per post commonly highways or else it would spread the traffic more evenly, 

runs from 250 to 600, and the mounting height from 14 (Continwed on Page 152)
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A COMPOUND INTEREST CHART 
Eart Ramon Stivers 

Instructor in Railway Engineering 

The engineer who lacks a knowledge of the funda- 1. How long can an improvement be deferred in mentals of compound interest is likely to make costly order that the interest saved shall be sufficient to pay for blunders. “Build for the future” may sound well as a the improvement if in the meantime it is not needed? slogan, but reduced to dollars and cents it may be not Solution: On the chart the horizontal line marked only poor advice but utter folly. If, for instance, a 2 intersects the diagonal line at 72 for the value of in. . gravel road at $10,000 a mile will serve a given com- Then in = 72 
munity just as well for 16 years as a concrete road will Ifi= 4% n=18 years at the cost of $30,000 a mile, the amount of money Ifi= 6% n=1 years saved on interest alone at 6% will build the concrete If i= 10% n= 72 years road at the end of that period. Other items, of course, 2. How many years will it take $1 placed at 6% such as maintenance, can not be entirely overlooked but compound interest to amount to $5? the interest will usually be the paramount item. Solution: Of ‘the chart: the horizontal line marked 

: PTT Teo 5 intersects the diagonal line at the value 169 for in. 6 HUTT Then if in 169 > PEE 
HUTT 1p Ty HUTT ue ETT sr dil 4s pemes 2 4s PO 

. ee . 53 CT A 3 If placed at 5% compound interest what will $1 et UT TTT TTT amount to in 20 years? EAA TITTY Solutions in = 5 x 20 = 100 8 ETT TTT On the chart the vertical line 100 intersects the diag- ai J | s onal line at about 2.6. 
Vf WW Answer: $2.60. 

' | Ml i The foregoing shows, then, why it is poor engineering *  Waeues: Co ta S00 ‘= to build for the future when the latter is unjustified. Compounp Interest Carr At no time can the engineer afford to decide arb‘trarily 
as to whether or not a given improvement is econom- The accompanying chart shows how rapidly money _ ically sound, Neglecting to investigate this phase of the increases thru the medium of compound interest. Here problem as carefully as the technical details is to court i indicates the rate of interest in per cent, n, the num- ultimate failure and to leave structures in his wake as ber of years it is to run, and c, the rate of increase. monuments to his colossal ignorance. Values of i times n are plotted as abscissa and values 

of ¢ as ordinates, while the diagonal line gives the re- OO 
lation between the two. The true law does not give the NEW YoRK CENTRAL USES AUTO TRUCKS FOR same straight line for all values of i, but it is sufficiently LESS THAN CARLOAD LOTS 
near to it to make this simple diagram possible. For Annulling its way freight train, the Putnam Railroad, values of i between 0 and 20 per cent, the values from a branch of the New York Central & Hudson River the diagram modified by the percentages in the follow- Railroad, has just substituted an automobile truck Ser 
ing table will give accurate results. vice in Westchester County to handle less-than-carload CORRECTION TABLE FOR VALUES OF n shipments between various stations from Yonkers to 

True value of n Brewster. Hitherto, the Pennsylvania Railroad has Per cent Interest Per cent of value - been the only one actually to place trucks in operation. 
on diagram Automobile trucks now take freight from the Hudson 2 n------ 2-8 een. 06 Division of the New York Central at Yonkers to Dun- 4 ----------------2----- 97 woodie station on the Putnam and all stations north O cenasercrcemrmmens 98 as far as Yorktown Heights. Another truck collects 8 ------ +--+. 99 and delivers freight between Yorktown Heights and IO ~--------______________ 100 Brewster, stopping at all intermediate stations. Formerly 12 ~~-------- ee __ tor a local freight train picked up and delivered all these TA, owes _ TOR smaller freight shipments. If the service proves as NO, aoe reeeeen nn TOR satisfactory as expected, additional trucks will replace TS) cescceweeee meen ene e: TOY ’ local freight trains on other divisions of the New York Some simple problems will illustrate the use of the Central, says Superintendent Vantassel. chart. 

—The Iron Age.
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COMMERCIAL ALUMINUM ALLOYS 
By Georce Koresu 

Senior Chemical . 

Aluminum is one of the most abundant of the ele- forms compounds and solid solutions which, when 

ments. It constitutes almost eight per cent of the ~ passing their solubility limits, change the properties of 

earth’s crust and is found mainly in feldspar, mica, the alloys. 

granite, slate, and clay. The metal was discovered by Within the first group mentioned above we find al- 

Wohler in 1828 and was a curiosity until the time loys such as duralumin, magnalium, and Number 12 

when the electric furnace came into use. In 1883 alloy. Duralumin consists of 95 per cent aluminum, 4 

there were 83 pounds of it in the United States, whereas per cent copper and 0.5 per cent each of manganese and 

in 1912 the quantity was estimated to be sixty million magnesium. It is not suited for casting but is much 

pounds. The metal is now prepared by the reduction used for wire and sheets. It weighs about one-third 

of bauxite at high temperatures. Although the tensile as much as cold rolled steel and has practically the same 

strength of the metal is low, the metal is light, has a characteristics as a 0.30 per cent carbon steel. The 

high elongation, and has 60 per cent of the electrical greatest difficulties in the use of this metal are flaws 

conductivity of copper. and impurities in the ingot. The alloy is widely used 

Because of its low strength, softness, and difficulty of for automobile and airplane parts. A modern dirigible 

machining and casting, the pure metal is not suited as a contains ten to twelve tons of this metal. 

material of construction. With the advent of the motor Magnalium may contain from 2 to 25 per cent mag- 

car and airplane, however, many attempts were made to nesium with small amounts of other metals. This alloy 

utilize the useful properties of the element and to im- is lighter than aluminum and has good machining prop- 

prove those in which it was deficient. At first these erties. The 15 to 25 per cent alloy is hard, ductile, and 

attempts resulted in such an indiscriminate use of other resistant to corrosion and is easily rolled. Castings 

metals to form aluminum alloys that aluminum was made from it are dense and free from blow holes. The 

given a bad reputation. The exaggerated ideas of the 10 to 15 per cent alloy can be forged, rolled, and drawn. 

scope of its usefulness militated against its employment An increase in the magnesium content of magnalium 

for those purposes for which it was best suited. Many alloys increases the strength and also the brittleness. 

alloys have appeared with extravagant claims which Magnalium alloys are more expensive than other alu- 

have proved false in actual test. minum alloys. 

Large amounts of time and money have been spent Number 12 alloy (lynite) contains about 92 per cent 

in investigating alloys of aluminum with every known aluminum and 8 per cent copper and is being widely 

metal. This work has been done by the United States used for pistons because it has three times the heat 

Bureau of Standards, the National Physical Laboratory conductivity of iron. 

of England, and many private companies. During the “y” alloy has 4 per cent copper, 2 per cent nickel, 

war, research, development, and adaptation were car- and 1.5 per cent magnesium. The tensile strength of a 

ried out intensively. The metallography, metallurgy, rolled and heat-treated specimen is about that of mild 

chemistry, and physics of the alloys were studied to- steel. This alloy retains its strength at high tempera- 

gether with the founding and melting problems, and tures better than any other aluminum alloy. Additions 

the problems of alloying and heat-treating. Although of iron, molybdenum, tungsten, chromium, and van- 

much has been done on aluminum alloys, much remains adium make castings extremely brittle and porous. ey” 

to be accomplished because aluminum gives rise to com- alloy is one of the heavier of the aluminum alloys and 

plicated chemical systems which make scientific investi- is distinctly superior to most of them in ease of manu- 

gation a difficult matter. facture, It is remarkably resistant to corrosion and 

Aluminum alloys may be grouped into three classes: practically immune to season cracking. 

(1) those containing 75 to 95 per cent aluminum, (2) Aluminun-silicon alloys have been of much interest 

those containing not more than 10 to 15 per cent alu- during the last few years. They are very resistant to 

minum, and (3) those containing 95 per cent or more corrosion if the iron content is not excessive. The 

of aluminum and the balance of rare metals. In alloys possess good casting and machining properties. 

order to make aluminum stronger and harder and to It is interesting to note that alloys of identical compo- 

give it better wearing qualities, while yet retaining its sition but prepared by different methods have different 

valuable lightness and color, it is alloyed with varying properties. Alpax contains 13 per cent silicon. It is 

amounts of stitable metals such as manganese, mag- light, strong, and has a low coefficient of expansion. 

nesium, zinc, copper, and nickel. There are few binary It is used for pistons, connecting rods, and other auto- 

systems,—i. e., alloys of two metals, but ternary and mobile parts. It is very resistant to salt-water cor- 

quaternary systems containing metals which would be un- rosion. Aladar, or silumin, is another aluminum-silicon 

desirable in a binary system become useful. The rea- alloy which is widely used in automobile parts. It can 

son that a particular metal may give useful alloys only be used as a substitute for bronze, and its heat con- 

in a certain range of composition is that aluminum (Concluded on Page 152)
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| - EDITORIALS © | 
te MOM MPP PT LTT MOM ML) 

FREE After the engineering student has certain men; they may have cared nothing for the 
ELECTIVES. completed the first two years of instructor’s good opinion; they may have been over- 

his college work, the opportunity loaded with work; they may have considered a school 
is given him to devote a portion of his time to courses assignment as relatively unimportant; they may have 
of his own choosing. Often he does not know what been just plain lazy. None of the reasons constitutes 
to do with his new-found fredom; he is like a canary a valid excuse. In allowing themselves to submit 
escaped from its cage. Instead of considering non- inferior work, the men added strength to the habit 
technical courses outside of his own field, he frequently of doing that kind of work, and in flouting the 
loads up with studies in the particular branch of engi-  instructor’s opinion they needlessly created a_ bad 
neering in which he expects to specialize upon gradu- impression of themselves, — an impression that at 
ation, The result is a further narrowing of an already some future date they may regret. . 
harrow training, and he leaves the university with but Just an opportunity to make good is all that any 
little appreciation of anything in life beyond the Ferd ne ask. con nena Hig, fe lta. be 
restricted phases of his profession. dente at opportunity. nd a n fe 

The College of Bhgttieting does not attempt to turn sistent about seizing opportunities ; he cannot hope to 
out finished engineers—that cannot be done in four improve fe: those oe eras oh | aoe on 
year’s time. What it does hope to accomplish is to Teturn; he must cu tvate the nadie | y 
give its graduates the fundamental technical equipment whatever he undertakes if he is to win a reputation 
necessary for their future work, and, at the same for reliability and thoroughness. 
time, broaden their outlook, that they may be better . eee 5 fitted for the bigger jobs and not become “one string Discourage litigation. Perswade your neighbor to 
players” like trade-school men. compromise whenever you can. As a peacemaker the 

The faculty realizes the desirability and worth of a lawyer has g superior opportunity of being @ man. 
comprehensive education, and the inclusion in the here will still be business enough. —Abraham Lincoln. 
various engineering courses of these free electives is ue 
an attempt to widen the student’s perspective. Choose “ SUBSTITUTE What seems to us to be an able 
your electives with this in mind, and not entirely on FOR EFFORT. summation of the various aspects the basis of what they may mean to the weight of the ; of that much discussed query, Is 
pay-envelope. Your intercourse with mankind, your ®@ college education worth while? ; appeared in a Hecent 
philosophy of life, and your appreciation of the work issue of the bulletin of A i ee and Company. 
of others needs attention, for it is upon such that much on eChenollee dead wy = oe an outstanding 3 Sew «fame ae a ste g 
ah ps Mepends ° success with us when one considers the large number 

Have a purpose in life, and having it, throw into me passed Soler (Re ee 
your work such strength of mind and muscle as God fault Bae St eens to be en the — of the man 

Had given vow. — Gale, himself and the perspective he gets of life because of ee his college course. Somehow or other he gets the idea 
AN OPPORTUNITY An instructor — in engineering that it is in a way a substitute for hard work, and TO MAKE assigned some work outside of the that because he possesses a diploma he is relieved to A, SHOWING. text-book. It required a little certain extent of the hard mental and physical grind investigative work and some original thinking. It that a man must endure to obtain success in any line of Was an opportunity for the students to make a showing work. If he could get the viewpoint that a college 
before that instructor, whose good opinion might mean training is to fit him to make his efforts count more a job at the end of their college careers. Of the fifteen efficiently rather than to relieve him of any effort, it men in the class, one did a really creditable piece of would make his college training worth while. There is 
work, — a piece of work that proved his ability to no doubt but what a college training should be a good 
undertake such investigation. The work of the other thing for a young man, and almost invariably the men ranged from fair down to the obviously perfunctory successful men who are not college men see to it performance. The chance to make a showing had come that their own sons get a college training.” 
to these fourteen men and they had passed it up as not “A man to be an executive must be thoroughly 
worth the effort. Probably there were various reasons informed of the work in which he is engaged. Other- 
for this: The assignment may have lacked interest for (Concluded on Page 150)
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didates 
in this season of try-outs, seniors will do well 

to respond to the call for candidates which pro- 

gressive business organizations are making. 

The visit of the various company representatives 

offers a mutual opportunity. It puts you in posi- 

tion to judge whether a particular company offers 

sufficient scope to your ability and ambition. 

The representative can judge, after conversing 

with you and studying your record, whether you 

would be well placed in his company. 

Do not ignore the invitation to these interviews. 

Published in Do not be one of those—and they are many— 

the interest of Elec- who next Fall will write to the larger companies, 

trical Development by ‘“‘At the time your representative visited my 

an fe ae will college I did not think that I was interested in the 

ee be work of your company and so did not meet him’’. 

Industry. Men who arc earnest in wanting to make the | 

team usually respond to. first call | 

Ayestern Electric Co 
Since 1869 makers and distributors of electrical equipment 

Number 37 of a series 7 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write. :
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CIVILS F. M. Johnson, ¢ ’06, may be reached at the Bureau of Ray E. Behrens, c¢ ’19, has been appointed assistant civil Public Roads, South Chicago Post Office Bldg., Chicago, Ill. engineer for the recently created planning commission for H. A. Marshall, ¢ ’15, is a member of the firm of Eidmann Milwaukee County. The offices of the commission will be and Marshall, consulting Engineers, at Topeka, Kansas. in the Manhattan Building at 133 Second Street, Milwaukee. Clifford Older, ¢ ’00, has resigned as Illinois highway Walter P. Bloecher, c 14, is senior structural engineer engineer to devote his time to the Consoer, Older and with Stone & Webster. His residence address is 142 Lang- Quinlan engineering company of Chicago. don Street, Watertown, Mass. W. J. Seder, ¢ ’21, is with the McClintic-Marshall Co., Maj. J. Frank Case, c ’90, consulting engineer, writes to Wilkinsburg, Penn. His address is 738 Ross Ave. the dean from Constantinople: “Your letter of November James Albert Shad, C. E. 716, is being transferred from 22 followed me from Paris to Bucharest, thence to Rome, the St. Paul office of the Corrugated Bar Company to the and finally caught me here toward the end of January. I Main Office, Chicago, Ill. 
cannot tell you how pleased Mrs. Case and I are to know F..V. Sherburne, ¢ ’10, gives his address as 444 Ken- that the fund (Archibald Case Loan Fund) is doing so much more Place, Milwaukee, Wis. He says that this address good, nor how grateful we are for the information regard- is permanent as he has just finished building a new home ing it. I am ready at any time to increase the fund. there. 
“My work is sending me to odd parts of the world. Last W. F. Tubesing, ¢ ’05, is the new president of the Mil- year I made two trips to South America,—one to Venezuela  waukee Builders’ and Traders’ Exchange. mete Darang kt ind an varies projet, and cirmatcaLs Z : Donald Grenfell, ch ’14, is with the Mineral Point Zine 

electric works. From the latter countries I returned to . Co., at Dupue, Ill. New York on October 29 and sailed for Europe on Nov- fi > —— : Louis Kreuz, ch ’17, is in charge of one of the largest 
ember 3, a very short time to spend at home. After 7 : . plants of the Detroit City Gas Company. 
conferences in London and Paris I went to Bucharest on 3 : 3 . : W. J. Tanner, ex-ch. 16, was married on February 24 to 
projects for tunnels on the government railways and sani- Mi 7 . * 

. : iss Clara Mueller, at Milwaukee. Their address is 768 
tary works for the city, thence to Sofia to look into the M . urray Ave. Tanner is a salesman for the S. Obermayer 
proposed and greatly needed water supply and hydro- C . i 5 : i ompany. electric installation for that city. Then’ to Italy with a 3 > * g . . 

2 3 
Jacob Trantin, ch ’15, is a metallurgical engineer with 

port project and finally Turkey. Tomorrow I leave for the Pettibone-Mulliken Co. 4055 Sh vid Road, Chi Greece where I shall be for some time.” ” eHean Road, 1eago. 
ELECTRICALS a / Lj R. H. Herrick, e ’22, gives his address as 521 Forest Ave., aa — ——= oF Ice ig Oak Park, Ill. 

Spee pee yp | Wilbur Magann, e ’22, is in the maintenance department 
SS SSS SSS ae — = pong ¢ 
eee ee Se he of the Illinois Bell Telephone Co., at Chicago. 
a 

, Paes ee pte, en AE Bibs: aa R. C. Newbury, e 712, is now associated with the Com- eee PL po SB : i fi Whee. = munity Traction Company of Toledo, Ohio. 
gee LG ee Ae) a Clarence Peterson, e ’21, is engaged in construction work eZ Z Ge igs FAG LER oo ee So for the American Brass Co., at Kenosha, Wis. bees ZL <a Os es LEE Z The following is a list of tne Electricals who finished I LLL za et eee et Z GF, their course in February: Zz ey CAE. ZA D. E. Aultman, with the General Electric Co., Schenectady, C6 eS ii EZ New York. Ce oR : ‘ 5 

Be (- ERS LLL . L. F. Berg, with the Automatic Electric Co., Chicago, Ill. 
LA Ze ME LBZ E. C. Bopf, with the Automatic Electric Co., Chicago, Ill. CF oe <P al, ae ph Roy Dowling, with the Western Electric Co., Milwaukee, Lea LR "| wisconsin. . : — ee Sandy Duket, with the Northern Indiana Gas and Conrtictinc ELeMEents Electrie Co. 

I. C. Garti i Hugo F. Engler, c ’23, announces that he has turned Michigan vtner, with the Consumers Power Co., Jackson, politician and is making a race for the position of city RE ‘yh " ith . z - . E. , th . engineer of Waukesha. His residence is 526 W. College waukee Wis nS) wr © Wisconsin Telephone Co., Mil : i : , . Avenue, Waukesha, Wis. He is at present teaching engi- L. E. Hume, with the Wisconsin Telephone Co., Mil- 
neering subjects at Carroll College. waukee, Wis. 

, Lewis Hamond, ¢ ’10, has taken active management of Ro: * * z é 
. d » ve L § yee Johnson, teaching mathematics at the Univ. of Wis. Mis Fathen's business, The Hammond Printing Co., in Mil- yyy. McMurran, with the Utah Power and Light Co... . 

A. G. Manke, with the Aut i i i P. E. Hanson, c ’22, has changed his address to 2nd Illinois, © Automatic Electric Co. Chicago, Floor Ledger Building, Birmingham, Alabama. 
(Continued on Page 150) ‘
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_ EXTENSION 
NOTES | 

The blueprinting department of the Extension Divi- The Ninth Annual Meeting of the National Univer- 

sion recently installed a battery of five Pease Universal sity Extension Association will be held at Madison, 

High Power Arc Lamps to replace the original equip- May 8, 9, and 10. The Association, which was organ- 

ment. The new lights have arcs of about three inches ized at Madison in 1915, now has thirty-eight insti- 

which produce a much stronger light than the lamps tutions in its membership. Richard R. Price, director 

used previously. The high power lamps have practically of the Extension Division, of the University of Minn- 

air tight globes, the carbons burning in a near vacuum.  esota is president for the ensuing year. Over 100 

The carbons burn more slowly as a result and there is extension workers will be in attendance. 

not the necessity for frequent removal of carbon burned Exhibit materials are being sent from the various 

to short length as there was with the former equip- divisions, and an interesting exhibit of Extension activ- 

ment. However, if a change of carbons is necessary ities of the entire country will be on display. 

while the machine is in operation, either carbon may The program will consist of round table discussions 

be removed without touching the hot lamp globes. on extension problems such as standardization of 

Removing carbons while the lamps were hot was a extension courses, the workers education movement, 

difficult operation with the former equipment. extension publicity, visual education. 

These high power arc lamps throw a much more Hon. John J. Tigert, Commissioner of Education, 

intense light. Metal shields are necessary to enclose Department of the Interior, will attend the meeting and 

the glass over which the paper is drawn so that the give an address at one of the evening sessions. 

light does not strike the paper and spoil it before the ——— 

tracings or Van Dykes are placed in position on the 

paper for exposure. Notwithstanding the brilliancy of 

the lamps, it is claimed that they work less injury upon a 

the eyes. Some operators using the original equip- ? : 

ment found dark glasses necessary. 3 Bo) a me. 

The speed with which the prints may be made has ‘4 ce) 4 E 

been increased greatly. The fastest standard paper has E Mi @ if 

been used as a rule in the Extension Division. This  ) 2 

paper lacks the permanency of slower paper, but the td = 

blueprinting equipment is used but three or four hours A of Cy 

a day, and an output of less than 480 prints an hour f 

seemed to be the least that could be tolerated if the 

printing output was to be kept up to the demand. 
5 

When the new high power lamps were installed, no 

change was made in the speed of the paper used at 

first. An output of 1440 prints per hour was attained, ENGINEERING Starr, Milwaukee Branch of 

necessitating two operators to feed the tracings or University Extension Division. 

negatives sufficiently fast to keep up with the machine. _ . 

A slower paper is used at present which results in a Tor Row, (left to right) H. W. Wesle, B. S., In- 

more satisfactory quality of prints. ‘About $40. prints structor in Civil and Structural Engineering, Harry f. 

are made per hour with the slower paper. Avey, M. E., Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engi- 

Ik is impossible also to make Van Dyke negatives neering, W. J. Fuller, B. A. Associate Professor of 

. DOssiple 2's £0 Ce y gan Civil and Structural Engine Arthur A. Sperlin gineering, P J, 

with the high power lights. Formerly, Van Dykes p A, Instructor in Mathematics. 

were made upon a separate machine which was of the 

vertical type instead of a continuous process machine. Borrom Row, (left to right) G. G. Town, M. S. 

PhD., Instructor in Chemistry, Harry P. Wood, B. S., 

amen E. E., Professor of Electrical Engineering, Charles H. 

Copies of the radio broadcast “Getting the Most out Marx, B. S., Instructor in Civil and Structural Engi- 

of the Home Furnace” given by Professor W.E. Wines neering. 

of the University Extension Division from the Univer- aria 

sity of Wisconsin Station WHA are available, and may Among the names of students registered for the 

be obtained upon request to the Extension Division. course in Fuels and Combustion are Spark and Slack.
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RAILROADS BUYING 30 PER CENT OF 1924 The first motor was soon followed by a second motor 
STEEL OUTPUT design known as the No.3, which was of the four-pole 

Railroad buying is responsible for 30 per cent of type, and which eliminated one pair of gears, making 
present steel purchases, according to the Iron Age. it the first successful single reduction railway motor 

It reports that production of steel is running at a — Eee are reenaeies - 
rate which, if continued, will bring the year’s total up ae ys gle ee LN Ec to 45,000,000 tons. A continuation of this rate, the ae : a ee ee report says, would bring the proportion purchased by PS LR eae whe a oe 
the railroads approximately to per cent above that of Ae NS lla ye last year. In the week ended February 16th, 12,000 [a . oe tons of the 34,000 tons of structural steel work were Vag «elt J | os due to railroad orders. LL eu ae | eee ee 

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE DEVELOPMENT Lo Ra a eae ape at The first Baldwin-Westinghouse locomotive was com- Se ee Boe! 
pleted in 1895, and was equipped with various experi- a se eles 
mental devices. The mechanical parts of the locomotive ee ee — : Piiey rican =a weighed 63,000 Ibs., and the complete machine with an =  s ae Sa Cie a equipment of four 150 hp. motors weighed 92,000 Ibs. ; ee er, mE, A Direet-current, single-phase a-c. and three-phase a-c. Be OO a motors were tested out on this locomotive. It is Execrric Locomotive Burr RECENTLY FoR TILE 
interesting to note that this original locomotive, with New York, New Haven, anp Harrrorp RarLRoap. a direct current equipment, is still doing good service in existence. After a period of more than thirty years, on the Lackawanna & Wyoming Valley Railway. some of these motors are still in operation. 

| EET foo This motor was followed in 1894 by the design of ‘ ~~ ka the No. 12-A motor, which was probably the first 
oe Be totally enclosed motor used in railway seévice. With pee ft bt oe Se the completion of the design of this motor at this early | aga : scoacd ee feb. date the fundamental foundations were laid which are oS el Mibiggug ee 4 used in the large majority of the present-day railway a 4 : i ] ls Gol cae ees | motor designs, that is, a motor supported on one side ie ies : poeta a eS a by axle bearings and on the other side by springs ; +. a ce eee —s | <a single reduction gear drive; totally enclosed working Ee ene arene geen een Ee | parts; four-pole construction; and an armature built 

Tue Firsr Barpwin-Westrnciouse Locomorive, up from laminated toothed punchings, 
Buitr IN 1895. The first single-phase railway motors were built by 

the Westinghouse Company in 1894 and were placed in Another interesting type of locomotive which was operation on an experimental line nearby the home of brought out by the Westinghouse Company in 1896 Mr. Westinghouse at Pittsburgh, Penn. These motors was one adopted for mine haulage. It was equipped were rated at about 15 hp. and were operated at a low with two too hp. motors which were connected to two frequency. They represent the first steps taken respect- of three driving axles by means of double reduction ing a method of development which eventually led to gears. The middle set of drivers was of the “blind” the present extensive equipments on the New York, type, and connecting rods were provided connecting New Haven & Hartford Railroad, the Pennsylvania all wheels so that the total weight of the machine could Railroad, the Norfolk and Western Railway. be used for adhesion. (Concluded on Page 150)
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NOUVELLE BIBLIOTHEQUE DE L'UNIVERSITE DE LOUVAIN 
LOUVAIN BELGIQUE WARREN AND WETMORE ARCHITECTES 

FONDATION BELGE ENTREPRENEURS 

THE FOUNDATION COMPANY 

Tue Louvain University Library is the testimonial of 1,000,000 American students 
to their fellow students in Belgium and a memorial to the American students who 

gave their lives in the great war. It is one of the fine buildings on which The Founda- 
tion Company, as general contractor, is rendering complete and efficient service. 

The Foundation Company, is an organization of construction engineers 
specializing in the building of difficult superstructures and substruc- 
tures. The world-wide reputation gained in its early history for trust- 

| worthy underground construction has followed it into the field of 
general engineering contracting. Among the structures completed 
by The Foundation Company are buildings of every known type. 

CITY OF NEW YORK 

Office Buildings + Industrial Plants » Warehouses + Railroads and Terminals * Foundations and 
Underpinning + Filtration and Sewage Plants * Hydro-Electric Developments + Power Houses 
Highways + River and Harbor Developments » Bridges and Bridge Piers » Mine Shafts and Tunnels 

ATLANTA MONTREAL LONDON, ENGLAND PARIS, FRANCE 

CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO LIMA, PERU LOUVAIN, BELGIUM 

PITTSBURGH LOS ANGELES CARTAGENA, COLOMBIA MEXICO CITY 

BUILDERS OF SUPERSTRUCTURES AS WELL AS SUBSTRUCTURES 

Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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: ity “VW Cafeteria | | University “Y” Cafeteria | 
| e , e | i Home Cookin Reasonable Prices | 
| Anna Ludachka, Mer. 740 Langdon St. | 
oe 0 8 0 tn tt = A tthe fy 

0 OE eee 

| i! | | FIGURE IT ON YOUR SLIP-STICK i OUT ALONG THE i 
| —YOU'LL FIND IT PAYS TO BUY | | DRIVE — THEN A | 
| AT THE CO-OP. | HOT FUDGE | 

Compare our prices with those of any | | | 
store in town, — then take into consid- i . i 
eration the discount you receive, — | | It’s spring and we have just | 
you'll find it is economical to buy at | quoted the program for a suc- | 
the Co-Op. ij cessful spring season. Or if | 

| | the walk is in the afternoon, ! 
! a sandwich and salad when you |! 

oe | | come back. ' 

; i 
' i 1 | || THE co-op | | | | - i | ———————EE i 

EOL GRADY Me || BAe | 
| ' S/S aan Kole { { 
] & Be 

| | esate wt tat oriatt—attmicenttatecnattfy Peep ttt ett htt ent 

awe Hom Gras Foue TT | 

Choice Home Grown Flowers 

. | Our Writing Papers afford a wide 
- i choice of shade finish and shape. | 

if In each you can be sure of the best 
| of quality at a reasonable price. 

| FLORAL CO | 
i ~ - | 

Artistic Floral Decorations and NETHERWOODS | 
Corsage Bouquets Our Specialty 519 State St. 

226 State Street Phone Badger 179 | 

me Att ttt fe 
Vega Banjos and Gibson Mandolins at HOOK BROS.
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‘| ° ATHLETICS 
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G. H. Asenproru 

Conference meets have been held in wrestling, swim- This 30-20 victory put us in second place. Chicago 

ming, gym, and indoor track. The basketball champion- was only a game in the lead. Our prospects for a 

ship has been decided, and, as a result, virtually all championship had taken a much brighter hue. We 

indoor athletics have ceased to function actively. How- were all prepared to tear Iowa, our next oponent, to 

ever, other activities are ready to fill the breach,—base- pieces. Iowa, however, had ideas of her own, and 

ball, outdoor track, and crew being the major ones, with before the first half was over, our team knew that it 

tennis and golf as added attractions. With coach Vail’s was in a real basketball game. The “Hawks” did not 

announcement that he is going to recommend the trip give us a chance until near the end of the second half. 

to Poughkeepsie this spring comes:the realization of a Then the Wisconsin team, realizing that their grasp 

long-held hope on the part of lovers of rowing. The on the championship title was weakening, staged a 

Wisconsin crew at Poughkeepsie has always placed last minute ralley. After counting up the many points 

among the leaders and did more in by-gone days to that were made in that sensational last minute rush 

spread the name of Wisconsin than any other athletic for the basket, we found ourselves two points short 

team. We are all with you, crew. of Iowa’s total. 

Although only one conference championship was A chance to tie Chicago for first place still existed if 

annexed by Wisconsin athletic teams, the season came we won our two remaining games. Iowa came to 
out as well as might be expected. The swimming, gym, Madison for a return game and made things look pretty 

and track teams, although not successful in their quest bad during the first half. With the count 15-13 against 
* for championship honors, succeeded in bringing a few them, the Badgers began to find the basket. Gibson, 

of their stars into the scoring column. Bob (Bearcat) Farwell, and Elsom sank shot after shot and brought 

Holmes upheld Wisconsin’s fame in the wrestling Wisconsin’s total up to 36. Jowa was able to make 

world by winning the championship in his event in the only 11 points during the second half. They were 

conference meet. lucky to have gotten one victory from us. There was 

— no reason why they should have expected to get a second 

BASKETBALL one. 

With the conference standings giving us credit for Only Chicago remained to bar us from another con- 

four wins and three losses, our team started on the ference championship. The Badgers put up a real battle 

last lap of the championship race. We had a fighting against the Maroons. Chicago started off with a 7-3 

chance for first, but we had a more probable chance of lead, but that was about as far as they got. No team 
ending up among the trailers. Captain Gibson and his could have beaten us after Farwell, Gibson, and Wack- 
men have forcefully demonstrated the fact that a Wis- man began to shoot baskets from every conceivable 
consin team may be down, but that it is never out. angle. Gibby and his teammates were out to win the 

Northwestern was encountered on our home floor, game, and Barnes, Dickson and Co. soon discovered that 

and after a slow and uninteresting game, the Purple their best was not good enough to stop the onrush of 

went back to Evanston with their zero percentage the Badgers. The 36-14 victory, which resulted from 

undisturbed. It seemed as if the Badgers were saving Wisconsin’s phenomenal playing, put us into a triple 
strength for the big battles that were appearing on the tie with Chicago and Illinois for championship honors, 
horizon. Ohio, with the same team which had given —each team having won eight games and lost four. 
us a sound whipping only a week previous, came here Captain Gibson and his men deserve no inconsiderable 

prepared to repeat the trick and thus put a complete amount of credit for the uphill fight that they made. 
damper on our slim championship hopes. However, Two men on the basketball team have played their 

the victory over Northwestern had only whetted the last game for Wisconsin. Captain Gibson and Kady 

spirit of the Wisconsin team, and, with Kady Farwell Farwell are both seniors and will be lost to the Badger 

sinking basket after basket and the rest of the team squad next year. “Kady”, who furnished the surprise 

playing like a house afire, Ohio’s team looked as if it package of the year, is an engineer. He started out as 

was glued to the floor. The Buckeyes soon woke up a substitute, but Meanwell soon found out that Kady 

to the fact that they had not been playing basketball— was a fighter from start to finish. Consequently he 

instead they had been watching the Badgers run circles soon began to appear in the regular’s lineup, and he 

around them. played no small part in the games which demonstrated
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that Wisconsin was of championship calibre. His loss work in the gym, and Huck certainly deserves all of 
will be very keenly felt by the team next year. the credit he obtained. Next year with a few exper 

Despite the serious loss of Farwell and Gibson, ienced men helping him, Schmidt should bring Wiscon- 
Meanwell will doubtless turn out another strong team — sin to the front. 

with the material that is left. Marshall Diebold, the pp 

captain-elect of next year’s team, who by his steady TRACK 
playing was mentioned on many conference fives, will After beating Iowa in a dual meet and taking the 
be back with Barwig, Wackman, Spooner, and Varney quadrangular meet with Chicago, Ohio, and Northwest- 
to help Meanwell put Wisconsin on the map again. ern, the track team was ready to do its “stuff” in the 
[Isom does not expect to return to Wisconsin next year. — q}Jinois Relays and the indoor conference meet. 

Oo The Illinois Relays gave Coach Jones’ boys a chance 
GYM to compete against the cream of the western track world. 

Coach Schlatter’s gym team was distinctly a two man By taking third place in both the four mile and the one 
team. The two men were Captain Stevens and H. mile relays, the Badgers again gave evidence of having 
Schmidt, m. e. ’25. In all of the gym meets Stevens a well balanced team in the field. McAndrews, who was 
and Schmidt took care of their part of the program expected to place high in the 75 yard dash because of his 
and did the job well, but they could not win the meets victory over Brookins in the Iowa meet, was too anxious 

unaided. Chicago with q and was disqualified after he had jumped the gun three 
well balanced team clearly times. However the Badger speedster came back in the 
demonstrated that a team 300 yard dash and placed second. Muzzy took a fourth 

\ : made up of one or two place in the broad jump in which Hubbard broke the old 

9 | stars could not hope to win C@tnival record. 
>. ag l against one made up of Captain Bill Hammann, who last year placed second in 
ae || numerous “lesser lights”. the relays, repeated his good work by again taking 

: |e} =6Although Wisconsin took second. Bill almost deserved a first place, but was 
* WwW * four out of five first places, beaten out in his own event, the pole vault. In the 
3 4 the Maroons by placing recent relay carnival at the annex Bill showed the 
(| 1 second and third won the rooters what he could do with a little piece of bamboo 

\ 5 meet 807.5 to 707. Schmidt in his hand by tying’ Don Jones’ annex record of 12 feet 
‘ al took three first places— 8 inches. Krieger, who persists in being ineligible, suc- 

the horizontal bars, paral- ceeded in going over the bar at 12 feet 5 inches. 

lels, and the flying rings, After the good showing at the relays, Wisconsin went 
while Stevens obtained the down to South Bend to take on the Irish. The Hoosiers 
judges decision in the side showed a wild burst of speed and beat the Badgers in the 
horse. final dual meet of the season. The Notre Dame meet, 

At Minnesota the same _ like the Iowa meet, was decided by the relay. However, 
thing occurred and we came _ instead of winning in the last minute at Notre Dame, as 

) home with the smaller side in the Iowa meet, we lost, when one of the “Irishers” 
“a of the score on our side. broke the tape just ahead of Menke. 

(| After losing to Minnesota The last event on the calendar of the indoor track 
es \ 5 the Badgers took a trip to season was the conference meet at Evanston. Illinois 

: Chicago to see what two with a team of real stars easily took the meet by scoring 
ey stars could do at a confer- 39% points. Wisconsin with a team which had been 
ron ae ence meet. Huck Schmidt, robbed of a few of its good men by sickness and injury 

io showing almost perfect had to be content with 2% points. At that we beat Pur- 
form, was crowned all- due. The Boilermakers who ran a solid goose egg score 

“Huck” around champion,—a title had to be content with nothing but their name printed 
which he well deserved in the final standings. To create more interest in track, 

for his brilliant work throughout the year. Schmidt the relay carnival was held a week after the conference 

took second place in both the parallel bars and the rings meet. The 1924 carnival gave everyone a chance to place 

at the mect, and Captain Stevens placed second in his in the events. In the special events all of the newcom- 

favorite event, the side horse. Rembhold’s second place ers were given a handicap to put them on a par with the 
with the sabers, combined with the work of Schmidt veterans. 

and Stevens, gave us fourth place in the meet,—not so The relay carnival sounded the death knell of indoor 
bad for a team which had been hampered throughout track for this season. Tom Jones and Meade Burke will 
the year by lack of material. soon have their proteges performing regularly at Camp 

In winning the all-around championship Huck Schmidt Randall where with good training the team should be 
demonstrated his ability in all of his events. The winning able to condition themselves for a successful outdoor 
of the championship resulted from months of hard season.
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GOOD LIGHTING OF INDUSTRIAL PLANTS SECURES _ ‘ 

SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY. a 

The Code of Lighting for factories, mills and other ™ ~ 
‘ork places of the State of New Jersey makes excellent tT > 
gaconmendations of daylight for the proper lighting of : . “Sf 
indusivial buildings. ail Bf) 

Cpa PAS ae 
Adequate daylight facilities through large window a . pe iY a 

areas, together with light, cheerful surroundings, are Me 4 Ae? iy oo 
nighly desirable and necessary features in every work wer fo es 
place, and they should be supplied through the necessary om’ pe if ad 
channels, not only from the humane standpoint, but also Lg 7 Miia sip 
from the viewpoint of maximum plant efficiency. ia oth Beem ae ‘| a ‘ 

Importance of Daylight. YS Ko Wa a Ng 

The unusual attention to gas and electric lighting in frre sion ae Me 
factories, mills and other work places during the past few 3 mm 2 a 
years; the perfection of various lamps and auxiliaries, by al : 
means of which an improved quality and quantity of light- 
ing effects are obtained; and the care which has been 
devoted to increasing the efficiency in various industrial 
spparatus— all go to emphasize the mnany advantages and 1 F e l 
economies that result from vital and adequate window 
space, as a means for daylight in the proper quantities, Goo rien S 
and in the right direction during those portions of the day 
when it is available. 

Three Considerations. from now on 

Three important considerations of any lighting method 
are sufficiency, continuity and diffusion, with respect to the HERE'S good newsat the plant. ‘The pro- 

daylight illumination of interiors. Sufficiency demands I duction engineer and the chief inspector 

SOeten wow cr Ur we on eons oe tea have buried the hatchet—their feud is ended . 
ly dark days, a 2 

means for reducing the illumination when excessive, due —and all because of Ground-Form Cutters 
to direct sunshine, and supplementing lighting equipment For months Jones, the engineer, thought 
for use on particularly dark days, and especially towards that big Mac the chief inspector, was rejecting 
the close of winter days, (c) diffusion demands interior e ? . duction a black eye. 
flecorations, that are as light in color as practicable for gears in order to give productio! ‘ye 
ceilings and upper portions of walls, and of a dull or matt “ 7 d gears, Mac,” protested 
finish, in order that the light which ‘enters the windows or Tey eee ae matter with duaraa” 
that which is produced by lamps may not be absorbed and Jones. = 
lost on the first object that it strikes; but that it may be “Sure they’re good, if you take them one 
xeturned by reflection and thus be used over and over by one,” replied Mac, “but in big lots they’re 

ei ey ‘ 5 not uniform enough to pass inspection.” 
Diffusion also requires that the various sources of 

light, whether windows, skylights or lamps, be well dis- And so the war began; Mac grew more 
tributed about the space to be lighted. Light colored sur- careful, and Jones felt sure that Mac had a 
roundings as here suggested result in marked economy, personal grudge against him. 
but their main object is perhaps not so much economy . 
as to obtain results that will be satisfactory to the human Then Jones discovered Brown & Sharpe 

wes Ground-Form Gear Cutters. He heard that 

Requirements for natural lighting: they would increase production and at the 

1. The light should be adequate for each employe. same time improve the quality of his gears. 
j He tried a few. Now, all his gear cutting 

2. The windows should be so spaced and located that hi ipped with Ground-Form 
daylight is fairly uniform over the working area. mac! Casters, equipp 

8. The intensities of daylight should be such that Gear’ Cutters. . 
artificial light will be required only during those Mac and Jones are good friends now. 
portions of the day when it would naturally be Gears come through faster than ever and 

considered necessary. rejections are few and far 
4, The windows should provide a quality of daylight te between. 

which will avoid a glare, due to the sun’s rays, Cees el . 1 h: 
and light from the sky shining directly into the Pere | Here is the booklet that 
eye, or where this does not prove to be the case i Ce ae 4 proved so valuable to Jones. 
at all parts of the day, window shades or other anne You canavoid his difficulties 
means should be available to make this end pos- Oe i by getting acquainted with 

cael 5 ; / Ground-Form Cutters be- 
__ As will be noticed in the above recommendations, large i fore the full responsibility 

windows and proper diffusion of daylight are urged, in i € production falls on your 
srder to meet the demands of daylight lighting. : / shaaiders Write today for 

Shades may be eliminated and most efficient lighting | our copy of this instruc- 
obtained by the use of Factrolite Glass. | Ae booklet 

If interested in the distribution or light jihrough p * 

Factrolite, we will send you a copy of Laboratory Repor 

“Pactrolited.” BROWN & SHARPE MEG. Co. 
i LL, U.S.A. 

MISSISSIPPI WIRE GLASS CO, Providence, R.L, 
‘ Manufacturers of i 

ot ‘iii > Grinding — ing —_ Screw Machi 
280 itth Avenue, Piling —,Geipdton — Gear Cutting — Sore Mots 

St. Louis. New York. Chicago I 

No. 7. | 
Kindly mention The Wisconsin Engineer when you write.
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<I, | Drink More Milk 
Founded Incorporated 
1878 S »< 1884 ! 

Success in life is attributed to good 

The Standard for Rubber Insulation health and good health is won by proper 
i living. The Products of the KENNEDY 

RUBBER COVERED | DAIRY COMPANY help you to keep 
VARNISHED CAMBRIC healthy. me a ors Mot ee there 

! is no substitute for that which comes 

WIRES & CABLES from a modern dairy. 
are made with especial i 

regard for QUALITY. & 

Very severe electrical and physical tests are made Our Wagon Passes Your Door. 
on all varnished cambric prior to its use, and special i 

attention given the wrapping of the varnished cam- 3 

bric tape to produce’a hard, firm wire or cable, free | SSS 
from wrinkles. | 

Full details in Handbook—Send for it. 
! KENNEDY DAIRY CO. 

THE OKONITE CO., Passaic, N. J. ! 

NEW YORK ATLANTA SAN FRANCISCO 612-629 W. Wash. Ave..Phone B. 7100 

Seat crisco, Chien THe D- Lawn lewico Cie ono | | | sCo., , Mass. jovelty Electric Co., Philadelphia, Pa. Fi a i ening ee ervcnl 

Ft 0 tt th et ot ttt 
} 

| 
| Spending Too Much? ! LN | Spending loo Much? y 4\\)\ 
| an, /Y | | Just about this time of the year we find our expenses mounting is 

to a sum in excess of our allowance or earnings. The best way sey i 

i to keep yourself in a certain figure is to budget your expenses, — Z | 
—which means that you must keep a checking account,—and in Cres 

I a bank where it is handy to check up on your balances. \ 

| —FREDDIE FROSH oar a 

| 

| The Students Banking Headquarters 
@ e | Branch Bank of Wisconsin | 

State at”Gilman 
| Capital and Surplus $360,000 

rm 

All the New Music at HOOK BROS.
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| - CAMPUS NOTES + | 
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L. C. Crew 

Era Kappa Nu, honorary electrical engineering The Mechanics department announces the addition 

fraternity, announces the election to membership, on to the faculty, on February 29, of Miss Shirley Margaret 

Friday, March 28, of the following men: Wilson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Wilson. 

Stephen C. Andreae Miss Wilson was too busy playing with her fingers 

Erwin R. Summers and toes to be interviewed. She said she hoped to 
Reginald R. Benedict come up to see us when she grew a little taller. 

Harry P. Dupuis a 

Eugene Bergholz The Registrar has made no announcements con- 

Earl M. Plettner cerning the course in Tie Counting given at the close 

Floyd I. Fairman of each semester. Those eligible will probably be 

Melvin A. Thomas notified by mail. 

oo It seems that every nice little girl that comes over 

Mr. Herman Von Schrenck, consulting engineer with here to take up Civil Engineering never gets any further 

the New York Central Lines, gave a talk in the Engi- than the Deans Office. Those that do can’t make it by 
neering Auditorium, March 19, on the subject, “Pre- the T. E. Department. 

served Timber as an Engineering Material.” His talk It was not 2600 years ago that Mac said: “Experience 

was one of the best of the year. : is the best teacher. Take Grampa’s advice and let ’em 

TTT alone.” 
The Stowell Company, operating foundries in Mil- ee 

waukee and in South Milwaukee, offered the sum of Mr. D. J. Price, engineer of development work, 

$1500 i the Regents for the creation of a research Bureau of Chemistry, Department of Agriculture, 

fellowship in Metallurgy. The offer was accepted, and lectured in the auditorium of the Engineering Building 

Clarence Lorig has been awarded the fellowship. The March 24, on “Dust Explosion Hazards.” 
major problem that Mr. Lorig will investigate is the 
rate of the reactions in the malleable annealing furnace. 

a WHAT’S IN A NAME? 

The second annual convention of the Wisconsin Mr. Charles E. Skinner, assistant director of engi- 
Utilities Association was held at Milwaukee, April neering at the Pittsburg plant of the Westinghouse 

17 and 18. A number of papers by members of the Electric and Manufacturing Company, who addressed 

faculty were presented. Professor O. L. Kowalke the junior and senior classes February 27, was head- 

and Mr. R. L. Rundorff gave a paper on “The lined in the “Cardinal” as a “Noted Electrician”. Mr. 

Removal of Naphthalene by Washing with Gas Oils.” Skinner should count it a bit of luck that he was not 

; A report of the studies conducted under the electrical heralded as a “Famous Plumber”. 

fellowship established by the Association was read by i OT 
Professor Bennett and R. E. Johnson. Two investi- The April award of a terra cotta compass for the 

gations have been carried out by the aid of this fellow- ™ost remarkable scientific discovery goes to John C. 

ship: “Experiments with Wave Filters” and “Tests Cooley, frosh mechanical, who discovered in his sur- 

on the Fynn-Weichsel Type of Motor.” Professor veying researches that true east is N 85—38W. 

Rood presented his report on the electric railway TT 

fellowship. YES, BUT IS EINSTEIN CORRECT? 

SSS “On some levels,” writes Charlie Matthews, frosh 

Mr. E. R. Stivers, instructor in railway engineering, civil, “a windage adjustment is necessary so that the 

and Lynn Busby had an argument in Railways 110 wind will not affect the instrument.” Well, why not? 

over a question of specifications. Mr. Stivers won the If Einstein is correct and light has mass and is affected 

argument by saying, “Well, if you don’t believe me, by the attraction of gravity, why can’t the line of 

ask some other authority.” sight be affected by the wind? 

We suggest as a thesis the investigation of the my- Absent minded prof. (visiting the Chicago Stock- 

thical “outside work” that makes fifteen Hill credits yards): “Will one of the men in the back of the room 

equal to twenty Engineering credits. please raise a couple of windows?”
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The Babcock & Wilcox Company of New York cents a hundred, and the fund thus raised went to 

recently presented the Department of Mechanical Engi- defray the expenses of. the parade. 

neering with a new and complete set of lantern slides The Madison Fire Department was the butt of a 

on their boiler and stoker equipment. clever burlesque by Barker’s group, and took first 

ry prize—a pressing ticket from the Service Cleaners— 
BOLL WEEVIL ECONOMICS among the group floats. McCoy's group won second 

Mr E.R. Sti f tt i sinestnedeaare honors, and a carton of cigarettes from Lawrences, 
air, th. <8 vers railwa e Ine - . * * = se . : 

. fee dist . oF ae m en os ue ee i nige with their version of “The Corn Clinic”. Third prize 
ment, redicts, a engineers sa = re golr * “ 

ei BESGIE(S Maat SUeiiests ISS gee, BONS went to a float by Teckmeyer’s group—“Westward Ho!” 
as a result of the epidemic of boll weevil in the southern oe ny . . - aMiac t. Bin. 4 . mr Theta Chi took the large cup for the best fraternity 
cotton fields. This is his line of reasoning: The boll 5 z a 

: . ' . , or rooming-house float An engineer, ‘garbed in 
weevil must be exterminated and calcium arsenate is a 5 : 

- . . 4 : resplendent habiliments and seated in a luxurious motor 
the only thing that will do it; calcium arsenate is i 7 . 3 

° 1 : car bearing a placard lettered: “I took engineering,, 
secured as a by-product of the concentrating of gold; . : z 
‘ ce was followed by a weird mechanical contrivance of 
in order to secure enough of the arsenate, gold mining : “ew < # ” 

: . : ancient origin in which two ragged “lawyers” rode. 
must be greatly stimulated with a consequent increase Bae 
: - 2 A smaller cup was awarded to the Baptist Students for 
in the supply of gold; as the supply of gold increases 5. 4S bed 

its value goes down and prices go up; as prices go up then’ "Boredsies; Heat 
ie ‘ cca i al t i pr . ® a — és ° s ae Among the efforts of the student engineering societies, 

We Salary Scale must a!so increase; a ere are. eg ~ : 
So RESIDE “ESOS ANEDE TALEO, MNCERESE's nere yo “Teapot Dome”, by the A. I. Ch. E. won the judges 

oo decision. A box of cigars, presented by Morgans was 
St, PAT’S PARADE the prize. The A. S. C. E. took second honors with 

Although the weather—running true to expectations— their bathroom scene. The spectators were loud in 

seemed determined to be as completely disagreeable as their expressions of sympathy for the scantily clothed 

possible, everyone who witnessed the event agreed that occupant of the tub who risked pneumonia to lend 

the sons of St. Pat turned out March 29 for the best realism to the stunt. The Campus Restaurant donated 
parade that ever stopped traffic on State Street. That the carton of cigarettes awarded this group. A more 
the engineer’s parade is a popular stunt may be or less faithful miniature reproduction of ‘“Mew-sick” 

judged from the fact that snow, slush, rain, and sleet Hall, from whose interior emanated much doleful and 

failed to discourage the spectators. raucous cacophony, was entered by A. I. E. F. and 
Kenneth Bussey and his party, with transits, levels, won third place and a box of the Chocolate Shop’s best 

rods and tapes, surveyed the route, while the “necessary” candy. Merchandise from Karstens was awarded to 
computations were performed with the assistance of a A. S. M. E. for their float—“Mother’s Vision”. Altho 
six foot slide-rule. Following the route thus laid out, it is humiliating, we must, for the sake of the com- 
St. Pat’s band, recruited exclusively from the National pleteness of the story, announce that THE WISCONSIN 
Guard Band of the Irish Free State, made the well ENGINEER’s attempt to get a laugh at the expense of 
known welkin ring, reverberate, and resound with the both the “Lit” and the Badger was good for only 
[ngineer’s Anthem: “St. Patrick Was An Engineer.” fifth place. We won a box of socks donated by The 
The crowd, keyed up to high expectations by these Toggery Shop, and there is much argument as to who'll 
stirring strains, were not disappointed at the long line wear ’em. 

of floats that followed the band. Among the individual stunts, Gregg and Kellefer 
St. Pat rode in his carriage of state with no visible placed first and won the slide-rule from the Co-op. 

protection other than that of his guardian angel, who Sogard and McCormack took second place with their 
sat just back of him in the carriage and toyed with a “Mrs. N. Jineer and Kid.” A month’s pass to the : 
generously proportioned club. However, a company of Strand was the prize. The organ-grinder and monkey 
eng:neers, all of them World War veterans and sharp- stunt put on by Odell and Baxandall won the pipe 
shooters of repute, were deployed on the roofs of the from Fisher Brothers awarded for third place. Unless 
buildings along the line of march and instructed to they can arrive at some scheme for alternate smoking 
shoot on sight any lawyers seen loitering in the vicinity days, it is likely to be anything but a pipe of peace. 
of St. Pat’s carriage. An added feature of the parade A flashlight, the gift of the University Electric Co., was 
this year, was St. Pat’s personal orchestra, a fife and awarded to Carlson and Dupuis, and Harry Alberts’ 
drum corps. “Agric Cow” stunt won the laundry box offered by 

Dennis Murphy, e’24, took the part of our patron the Madison Leather Co. 
Saint after defeating four other candidates for the A box of candy went to the frosh float—a take-off 
honor. The zeal of the electricals, combined with the on Freshman English. The fife and drum Corps were 
vote drawing power of so appropriate a name, carried given a box of cigars from Tiedemann’s Pharmacy. 
Murphy to a decisive victory. He led his nearest rival Zaborowsky’s burlesque of an “Hinglish Hinstructor 
McCoy, by about six thousand votes. Hayward, Lon- from Hahvahd” won an Eversharp pencil. 
ergan and McCoy ran very close and were bunched at Polygon deserves credit for the able manner in which 
about fifty-nine thousand votes each. Votes were ten it handled the St. Pat Campaign and the parade.
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ENGINEERING REVIEW become thoroughly informed of the work, and that is 

(Concluded from Page 144) by actually doing it and learning by practical detail 
FELLOWSHIPS FOR COAL MINING RESEARCH WORK just what the problem is that is awaiting decision. 

\ program of coal-mining research will be undertaken The time to learn this detail and to get this practical 
next year by the Carnegie Institute of Technology in experience of the fundamentals of a business is when 

co-operation with the Pittsburgh Station of the U. S. a man is. young. If he does not get it then, he will 

Bureau of Mines and an advisory board of coal-mine probably never get it; and if a young man already 

operators and engineers, according to an announcement | equipped with a college training will do his utmost to 

just received. learn all the fundamental details of the work that he 

A series of eight major problems covering research has chosen, then his success is reasonably assured. 

in geology, acid mine waters, coal mining, coalwashing, The weakness of the college education is that it some- 

safety and efficiency, coal storage, and mine explosions how gives the young man the impression that he does 

has been tentatively outlined for investigation in 1924-5. not have to begin at the bottom, and that the uninter- 

Included in the program as announced are such studies esting details that can only be mastered by hard work 

as: Selection and performance of equipment for handling and persistent effort can be left to the uneducated 
acid mine water; action of acid water on concrete and fellow who is not fortunate enough to be sent to 

protective coatings; study of efficiency in blasting coal; college.” 

study of possible substitutes for wood in mine timbering ; The above criticism of the college trained man should 

friction losses and efficiency in mine ventilation; utiliza~- be of especial interest, coming as it does from the 
tion and disposal of washery waste, and wet and dry head of a large organization whose opportunities for 

methods in coal washing; smithing qualities of coal, a observation have been particularly rich. 

study of rock dusting; humidification of mine air; —_— 
laboratory tests of relative tendency of coals to fire ALUMNI NOTES 
spontaneously; maximum safe storage temperature ; (Continued from Page 142) 
static charges in coal mines; and the effect of the electric D. B. Masters, with the Consumers Power Co., Jackson, 
field in propagation of explosions. ice iecht, with the Illinois Central R. R., at Chicago 

Applications Jor the fellowships are now being P. iL. Péteraas, with the Public Saivige x Geanmene, 

received by FE. S. Steidle, Supervisor of the Co-operative Wisconsin. 
Mining Courses, at Carnegie Institute of Technology, John Rian, with the Northern Indiana Gas and Electric 

Pittsburgh, Pa. Company. . 
R. H. Scholes, with the Public Service Co. of Northern 

ELECTRIC CURRENT NOT DUTIABLE Ilinois, at Waukegan, Ill. , ; 
The Treasury Department has reaffirmed its position J); Timmons,. with. the Westinghouse Electric Goa et 

that electric current from Canada is not dutiable. The Mast bittsburg,, Fenn. aL a ada is : MECHANICALS 
original decision to this effect was written June 25, C. H. Casberg, m ’16, is superintendent of the machine 
1890, and has controlled the tariff acts enacted since. laboratory at the University of Illinois. 

pee H. K. Dean, m\’21, who is with the Fuller-Lehigh Com- 

IODINE TREATMENT OF WATER TO PREVENT pany at Fullerton, Penn., writes: 

GOITER “T received the College of Engineering alumni directory 

Since the city of Rochester, New York, first put the othersday: and was: Indeed vety: interested to so through 
sodium iodide in its water supply several cities have also iti Bud, Bee ‘whete sonie Of be Sa ea eae sanded. ‘ . . = Being so far away from Madison now after having been 
tried the experiment. It is much too early to determine able to run out occasionally over the week end, makes news 
whether or not such a use of sodium iodide will aid of this kind extremely interesting. I used to think that 

in preventing goiter. Doctors and boards of health all this stuff about longing for alma mater was hokum, 
seem to be divided on the subject. It is claimed that but have changed my views.” 
a person who is susceptible to goiter does not ae Montt ote: B Dewey, i (22, former! editor: ot the WIS- 

ae ; CONSIN ENGINEER, has left the employ of Allis-Chal- 
sufficient treatment, and that others do not need the mers Co. to take a position as test engineer of power 
treatment. It is also claimed that chlorine used in plants for T. M. E. R. & L. Co., of Milwaukee. 

the water has a tendency to decompose the sodium Paul Huntzicker, m 719, is an engineer with the H. L. 
iodide, liberating iodine, the effect of which is not as neon mal Bf ee Colo. hi t Pardue Universit 
favorable as that of its salt. s s i e po Ss RRO, Mh es a eons BE RMEGES SMIVELSIY 
less expensive and more wiibecive te treat eee His address is 707 Vine St. ra sce fn on ‘ 

s J. B. Leonard and T. C.. Nichols, both m ’24, are with 
dual directly rather than medicate the entire water the American Blower Co., at Detroit, Mich. Their address 
supply. is 71 Medbury Ave. 

. eee er Rudolph Michel, m ’16, is an instructor in drawing at 

EDITORIALS the University of Illinois. . . . 
(Concluded from Page 140) A. J. Nerad, m ’23, who is with the General Electric Co. 

wise, he is not in a position to make an intelligent ae Schenectady; Ts Fe Was at the University’ from March 
decision of the problems that arise in connection with Se ee era ne tha ad byaat . . . ee W. D. O’Connor, m ’22, is in the radio business at Han- 
his office There is only one way that a man can cock, Wis.
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| \ NS | — \ | Metal—The Key Industry 
i e ae | 

e <a i ! <i z NE of the oldest industries is the mining 
| . | of ore. Prehistoric man mined iron and 
1 ™Mn > 1 copper for his weapons and utensils by 

| (| 5 hand labor. Later civilizations obtained their base 
Dm | and precious metals in almost the same prim- - 

5 
| itive way. It is only within more recent times 

| ; that explosives have been employed for mining 

| operations. 

Only one grade the best | Modern metal mining requires explosives power 

at $12.50 | for the economical production of ore. This is 

: 1 particularly true since the fabrication of metals 

| 2 is a key industry. Our whole industrial structure 

1 | depends largely upon the production of metals 

z OLSON & VEERHUSEN CO 1 of all kinds in enormous quantities and at low 

e i cost. 

7-9 N. Pinckney St. | For the mining of various kinds of ore, a variety 

| of explosives are required because of the kind of 

er 4 ore, its formations and the conditions sur- 
+ rounding the operations. Large and economic ore € 

production is dependent largely uponthe selection 

ee it and use of an explosive especially adapted to the 

type of ore desired. In the development and 

9 ’ manufacture of explosivesfor the miningindustry 

R A Y S ( AFE the du Pont Company has been eminently suc- 

cessful in producing a wide and efficient variety 

i of explosives. a example—gelatin dynamites 

of 25% to 100% strength for different ores and 

SHORT ORDERS AT ALL HOURS | where water is encountered; in comparatively 

dry mines, an ammonia dynamite has proved 

| to be most efficient and economical; and in 

REGULAR DINNERS | the “open pit” mines a “low” powder or Judson 

1 type of dynamite has been used extensively and 

Open from 6:00 A. M. to 7:00 P. M. i satisfactorily. 
8 For information regarding the selection and use 

ect 1 of explosives for any mining operation, send your 

1114 West Dayton St. Cor. Mills St. inquiries to us. Our experiences of 122 years in 

: the explosives industry will enable us to supply 

Phone Badger 5333 | the information required. 

| : 
ee ee E. I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & CO., Inc. 

ett 
Explosives Department 

et WILMINGTON, DEL. 
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Raymond. Porter, m ’17, is with the U. S. Air Service recently been given a trial on the highway between 
at McCook Field, Dayton, Ohio. Kenosha and Racine. This new experiment may mark 
Buses St Cheat m ’04, gives his address as 87 W. Van the beginning of a tremendous expansion in the Jight- 

Gustav Slezak, m ’22, is a development engineer with ing of our main highways. The possibilities in it are 
the Western Electric Co., Hawthorne Station, Chicago, Ill. almost beyond belief. 

J. T. Strate, m ’21, is teaching mechanical engineering A new and very effective type of reflector fixture has 
at the University of Texas. been brought out for this lighting. It restricts the light 

—_—,._———— directly to the road, allowing little or none to shine out- 
COMMERCIAL ALUMINUM ALLOYS side, where it is not needed, and is designed to prevent 

(Concluded from Page 189) glare in the eyes of the driver. The lamp candle-power 
ductivity makes it useful in coolers and distillery ap- js commonly 250 to 400; the height of suspension, 25 to 
paratus. 35 or 40 feet; the distance between the lamps, 300 to 

The most outstanding example of the aluminum alloys 600 feet, the lamps usually being along one side of the 
of the second group are the aluminum bronzes. The road only. The lamp candle-power per foot length of 
most useful of these alloys is one containing Ir per highway will run from % to 1. The cost of construc- 
cent aluminum and 89 per cent copper. Its physical tion will probably run from $0.50 to $1.00, or slightly 
properties are similar to those of a 0.35 per cent carbon over, per foot of highway, or, approximately, $2500 to 
steel. It withstands corrosion very well and is especially $5500 per mile. With a concrete highway costing from 
well adapted to alternating stresses. Aluminum is often $40,000 to $75,000 per mile, this is not a very considerable 
used as a partial substitute for zinc in brass, one part additional sum in view of the tremendously better utili- 
of aluminum being equivalent to 3.5 parts of zinc. The zation of the road which will result from its illumin- 
addition of aluminum increases the hardness and density ation. The first cost may be greatly reduced if there 
and reduces the ductility. Brass containing aluminum js already an electric railroad or suitable line running 
cannot be remelted because the aluminum oxidizes and along the highway. The annual cost may run from 
increases the porosjty of the brass. five to thirty cents per foot of road, depending upon the 

The third group of aluminum alloys includes alloys spacing and upon other factors. 
of aluminum with cerium, neodymium, zirconium, ber- Street Lighting Charges 
ryllium, and tantalum. Aluminum with less than one .. . . . : 
per cent of these metals results in alloys having remark- In the cities of the United States with populations able properties. of 5,000 to 10,000 the average street lighting charge 

Many aluminum alloys for which great claims have Pet capita per Snnumts about 85 cents; from 10,000 to 
been made have been prepared. Alloy literature men- 20,000 population, 88 cents; 20,000 to 50,000, 79 cents; 
tions ormiston, albidur, antherium, electromental, ziskon, and from 50,000 to 100,000, 69 cents. The average for 
magnalite, and others. Thousands of alloys of alu- the United States is about 72 cents, In the middle west, 
minum with zinc, antimony, copper, lead, silver, tin, taking into ACCOUNE CENLCES of 5,000 population and over, 
cadmium, magnesium, manganese, and other. metals have the annual street lighting charge per capita per annum 
heen prepared and studied. Many of them were total 18: Minnesota, 61 cents ; Towa, 66 cents; Michigan, 80 
failures, while others proved suitable for casting and Cents; Indiana, 77 cents; Illinois, 69 cents, and Wis- 
had desirable properties. The theortical alloying of Consin, 80 cents. For every dollar of city tax the street 
aluminum is fascinating because it is impossible to the- lighting tax may: Fup 28 cents to 4.8 cents. For really 
orize or to account for the peculiar behavior of other $004 street lighting the annual expenditure per capita 
metals with aluminum. Aluminum and _ its alloys de- should not be less than one dollar. Only nine states 
serve the attention of engineers because they are bound €XPend more than ninety cents and of these only four 
to play an ever increasing role in the future and offer ¢xPend more than one dollar. 
a boundless field for materials of construction. Resume 

. —— The arc light is losing ground. The unit candle-pow- 
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN STREET LIGHTING er is too great, the spacing too wide, and the hanging 

(Continued from Page 137) too high. The incandescent street lamp is being used 
increasing the night traffic and reducing the day con- in tremendously increasing numbers. It permits closer 
gestion. It would permit of safe higher general run-- spacing, smaller units, and lower hanging. Its efficiency 
ning speed, thus reducing the running time and increas- is being steadily improved. It can be had in standard 
ing the road capacity. Besides these advantages, such 2500 candle power capacity. The mercury lamp in any 
wiring of our highways would introduce secondary power form has not yet proven satisfactory for street lighting 
transmission iines. as well, and help bring electric light service. A satisfactory gaseous glow lamp should be 
and power to nearby farms, raising the value of the better than any arc or incandescent lamp and should 
farm property and making life upon these farms more supplant them, but no effective light of this type has yet 
attractive. A number of places are already trying this been brought out, and the improved filament incandescent 
new lighting with very satisfactory results. A  one- lamp will probably be the chief type of street light for 
mile installation of twenty 400 candle-power lamps has some years to come.
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The one-light, lantern-type lamp post with parkway the Association, and much promising work is being done 

feeding cable is coming more and more to be the stand- along this line. A very considerable amount of assis- 

ard form of installation, The requirements of the dif- tance has also been rendered by numerous manufac- 

ferent sections of a city differ greatly and should be turing companies in the supplying of material for studies 

so treated. In the outlying districts where the use of coming under those two classes. The results of such 

parkway cable and post lights would be impractical, the studies are freely published by the University, and are 

use of downward hung, series incandescent lamps, with available to all interested. It is hoped that other fel- 

reflectors and refractors, supported from the same poles lowships of this character may be established by other 

that serve to carry the conductors, is probably the best associations, and we believe that the small expenditures 

construction available at present. A new method for will be fully justified by the results. In these direc- 

lighting main highways is being tried out with promise _ tions, also, the College has felt fully justified in spend- 

of great success. It opens a tremendous field of pos- ing moderate sums of money granted by the Regents for 

sibilities. such work. The College is also glad to take up prob- 

At present the average expense per person per year in lems of the third class, namely, those pertaining to in- 

the United States for street lighting is 72 cents. Not dividual concerns, so far as time and space will permit, 

ten states expend over one dollar per inhabitant per and when supported by the necessary funds for the pay- 

year. Not less than one dollar should properly be ment of assistants and materials. 

spent for really effective street lighting; nearer two It may not be out of place to mention here a certain 

dollars per inhabitant per annum would be better. other type of work that occasionally arises, requiring the 

. sa personal professional services of a member of the faculty, 

THE RELATION OF THE ENGINEERING SCHOOL as, for example, as expert witness or as an engineering 
TO INDUSTRY expert. This is an individual matter, and should be 

(Continued from Page 184) considered and paid for as professional service. We do 
pure scientific research for the sake of discovery, the not object to a moderate amount of such work on the 

special field for the engineering college, as we view it, is part of members of the faculty. We think it does the 

the investigation of certain fairly definite problems and men good and the school good. 

processes by experimentation, and the application of Another class of work is frequently brought to the 
fundamental principles already known, with the object University laboratories that should be mentioned. This 

of arriving at a practical and economic solution, In is the testing and analysis of materials or the testing of 

common with the managers of industry it is our business machines or plants. This work is largely routine, and 

to promote economic production, and in this work the has little or no educational value. It is generally the 
engineering school desires to be as useful as it can to kind of service for which various commercial labora- 
the manufacturing and construction industries of the tories are well equipped, and which they can do as well 

state. In the samples given of the research work that as the university. This kind of work we are not in- 

has been undertaken, you will note that the problems are _ terested in, and do not care to do, unless it happens that 

mostly of a rather fundamental and general character. for the particular work required there are no satisfac- 
And this is the sort of thing that seems to be best suited tory facilities elsewhere available. In that case, we are 

to our conditions, and that brings the most return for the glad to be of service. 

time and money expended. Problems of research from I have thus far spoken only of the research work of 

our standpoint may perhaps be divided into three gen- the engineering school, and have said nothing of its in- 

eral classes: structional duties. The latter is the more obvious part 

1.—Problems of general interest to engineers and man- of its activities and needs little explanation. As a mat- 

ufacturers, such as those relating to reinforced con- ter of fact, the research side receives less than 10% of 

crete and air-lift pumps. the time and energy of the faculty, and its direct appro- 

2.—Problems relating to a particular industry, such priation is less than 3% of the entire budget. In these 

as the gas manufacturers, electrical utilities, or steel days of rapid development in the application of science 
casting industries. to industry, it is too small a proportion. It is out of . 

3.—Problems of interest to particular individual es- balance with the purely instructional side of the work if 

tablishments. the school is to be of the greatest value to the state, and 

It is obviously those of the first two classes in which it is partly for this reason that I have emphasized this 

the engineering school is more especially interested, as phase of the work. I venture to say that in most of the 

they are likely to be of more practical value to the com- first-class agricultural colleges of the country, the agri- 

munity at large, and it is in this type of work that there cultural research accounts for at least 50% of the bud- 

appears to be the best chance of co-operative work. gets of these colleges, and the work is heartily supported 

Three fellowships are now being maintained by three by the state and federal government. If I were to haz- 

sections of the Wisconsin Public Utilities Association: ard a general estimate, I would say that a state engi- 

the Gas, Electrical, and Electric Railway sections. Grad- neering school should devote about 25% of its budget to 

uate students are engaged on problems assigned by research work, and this not only for the district benefits 

consultation between the faculty and representatives of derived, but for its influence on the teachers and stud-
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ents. A good teacher continues to be a student, and trial organizations, and it is vitally important to their 
needs to keep abreast of the times by taking part in the welfare and to the advantage of industry that they discovery and development of new things in his line of find the place where they can do their best. The fitting 
work. Advanced students preparing themselves for re- of men to their jobs is of increasing importance and 
search careers can get their training only in departments complexity. The schools greatly need the co-operation 
which are active in this respect. of industry. In the report above referred to, it is 

The teaching of the students who come to us is a stated that “The responsibility of industry in con- 
large job. Engineering instruction is receiving a great nection with engineering education is much greater 
amount of public attention these days, and engineering than has been realized heretofore,” and “ during the 
schools a lot of criticism from various directions. The last period of engineering education and the first period 
engineering graduate is in great demand, and almost im- of engineering practice, the engineering school and 
possible things appear to be expected of the boys as they industry have a common problem,” and points out the 
come from school. Engineering faculties are doubtless desirability of closer co-operation during this period. 
quite conservative in making changes, but they are The Engineering College is doing the best it can with 
seriously trying to do the best they can for the young the means available, but we are at a point where our 
men whom they are teaching. But things are getting support must be materially increased if we are to do 
more complex and demands more varied, and the prob- our work right and make our proper contribution as a 
lem needs more study. This is fully realized, and the — state engineering school. In general, we have no com- 
national association of engineering teachers has, through  plaint to make in regard to teaching staff and funds for 
a committee of its members, secured a fund of about ordinary operation, but we greatly need more space for 
$100,000 to be used in making a thorough study of this laboratories, more equipment and more funds for re- 
subject; and one of the Assistant Vice-Presidents of the search. No more students can properly be taken care 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, a man of in our laboratories, and advanced instruction and 
who at one time was a student and instructor at the research work are practically out of the question in 
University of Wisconsin and later at the Massachusetts some departments. In particular, the steam and gas 
Institute of Technology, has been securetl to direct the laboratories must have larger accomodations and added 
investigation. Some of you will doubtless be called equipment before anything more than the undergraduate 
upon, within the next year or so, to tell what sort of instruction can be given in this department. Considering 
technical men, if any, may be most useful in the industry the nature of the industries of this state, this is not 
with which you are connected, and what sort of train- a satisfactory condition. 
ing is needed to produce the best results in the character And we greatly need more funds for research, 
and fitness of the graduates. especially for fellowships and scholarships. Some 

The training of young men is a serious matter, considerable progress is being made in the establish- 
and at the University of Wisconsin it is your own sons ment of fellowships for special work through contri- 
that are largely involved. In engineering, it is especially butions, and we hope more will be forthcoming in the 
true that this training does not stop at Commencement near future. But why should not the state make mod- 
day. The employer’s part is very important if the full erate contributions for this kind of work? In the 
value of technical training is to be realized. Great at- state of Iowa, a thoroughly agricultural state, the 
tention is being given by the larger concerns to the Engineering Experiment Station receives a direct 
proper organization of their apprentice courses for tech- appropriation of $50,000 per year. Illinois gives its 
nical graduates and in the selection of men for different Engincering Department about $100,000 per year for 
kinds of work. Much more needs to be done, especially experimental work. We believe this state should do 
by employers whose experience with technical graduates more than it has in the past, and that it will do so if 
is limited, and who hardly know what to expect or how _ its manufacturing interests are convinced of the value 
to use the graduate advantageously. of such work and give to it their support. 

The number of engineering students at the University I have thus briefly set forth the work of the engi- 
is about 1100, and about 200 are being graduated each neering school in its two phases, and to some degree 
year. There are 129 engineering schools and depart- their relation to industry. I am grateful for this oppor- 
ments in the United State, graduating about 5000 per tunity. We need co-operation in order that we may do 
year. The National Conference Board, in a report on the most for the young men in our charge. We bespeak 
Engineering education and American Industry, esti- co-operation in the training of the young men while in 
mates that the number of additional men needed in school, in summer employment, and in their further 
industry each year in positions where technical train- education as employees under supervision. We also 
ing is desirable is probably as high as 40,000. Jobs ask support in the research work of the college, directly 
there are in plenty, and in confusing variety. The and indirectly, in such ways as may be practicable. On 
problem of the school is to adapt its instruction to the other hand, you may be assured that the engineering 
promote the best interest of its graduates and of the school is desirous of doing all it can to promote the 
social life of state and nation. Its graduates must for industries of the state and welcomes suggestion where- 
the most part do their work in engineering and indus- by the service may be improved.
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inefficient in many re- skepticism as to results. However, the new 

spects, it was the best units quickly proved thei: practicability. Al- 

known commercial motive force of the day. though of only 400 K. W. capacity they proved much’ 

By 1899, however, remarkable developments had more efficient and economical than the old recipro- 

been made in the design and construction of steam cating engines. Their economy was particularly 

turbines and electric generating equipment. Called conspicuous because by careful test they showed a 

to the attention of the Airbrake officials, it was fuel saving of approximately 36 per cent. 

decided to give the new machines a chance, and three Steam turbine development thus received its first 

Westinghouse Steam Turbines were installed without real impetus in 1899, the Wilmerding, Pa., perform- 

delay. This was the first large installation of its ance definitely establishing this electrical unit as a 

kind, anywhere. better method of turning the wheels of industry. 
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EDMUND HALLEY 
1656 1742 

Son of a London soap-boiler 
who became Astronomer- Th b k 

oyal. eage of aded Pe eee e comet came bac 
of the Southern hemisphere. 
Financed and handled the . 

pinning o Newton’simmortal ‘The great comet that was seen by William 
of Normandy returned to our skies in 1910 

on its eleventh visit since the Conquest. 
Astronomers knew when it would appear, 
and the exact spot in the sky where it 
would first be visible. 

Edmund Halley’s mathematical calcula- 
tion of the great orbit of this 76-year vis- 
itor—his scientific proof that comets are 

part of our solar system—was a brilliant 

application of the then unpublished Prin- 

cipia of his friend Sir Isaac Newton. 

The laws of motion that Newton and 

ear nee baa e Halley proved to govern the movements 
world’s electrical devel- . : . 
opment, By continuous of a comet are used by scientists in the 
Goeueral Wiacute Con. Research Laboratories of the General Elec- 
this development and tric Company to determine the orbit of 
ieee electrons in vacuum tubes. 
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